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51. BRANCHED COVERINGS 
THE GOAL of this paper is a theorem expressing some stable periodicity in k of the 
concordance classes of k-fold branched coverings of a sphere. Actually, we prove a 
weak kind of p-local periodicity for the universal covers of the classifying spaces for 
branched coverings (Proposition 12). The result on spheres is then a corollary about 
homotopy groups (Corollary 13). For manifolds other than a sphere, the concordance 
classes of branched coverings do not form a group. It is not so easy to translate our 
p-local classifying space periodicity into a statement about branched coverings of an 
arbitrary base space. 
We begin by recalling the basic notions of branched coverings and their concor- 
dance classifications from [ 1,2]. First, let cc&: O(2)+ O(2) denote the homomorphism 
defined by ~~(2) = zk, 
1 0 
z E s’ = so(2) and &(r) = 7, T = 0 _, 
( > 
, (that is, z is a 
rotation and 7 is complex conjugation of R2 = C). The representation pk defines an 
operation on real 2-plane bundles which we also call pk. If 7) is a real 2-plane bundle 
over a space X, there is the Adams map (Yk: n +pkr) defined in local coordinates by 
(Yk(& Z) = (X, Zk), X E x, Z E c = R2. 
Let f: a + M be a map between smooth compact manifolds. We always assume 
f_‘( JA4) = ati. 
Definition 1. The map f: ti -+ M is a (normalized), (simple) k-fold branched 
covering if there are smoothly embedded codimension two compact submanifolds 
l? C G and K C M, called the branching loci, such that; (i) JR = afi fl R and 
aK = 8M fl K; (ii) f/a-~;: ti - R + M - K is a local diffeomorphism and a k-fold 
cover: (iii) f/r;: R + K is a diffeomorphism, and (iv) there are real 2-plane bundles{ and 
.$ over R and K, respectively, such that &=f*& and isomorphisms of the disc 
bundles O{ and 06 with closed tubular neighborhoods fi C a and N C M of R and 
K, respectively, such that the diagram below commutes. 
More general branched coverings are studied in [ 1,2]. However, we will only be 
considering these normalized, simple branched coverings, so we can safely omit the 
adjectives and just refer to branched coverings. 
Definition 2. Branched coverings fo: fi + M and f,: fi, --, M are isomorphic if 
there is a diffeomorphism h: A&,% fi, such that f,h = fo: A&+ ti, + M. Branched 
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coverings f,,: 6f,, --, M and f,: u, +M are concordant if there is a branched covering 
F: @+Mxl such that if E’i=FF-‘(MX{i}), i=O, 1, then Flrc;: wi+A4 is a 
branched covering isomorphic to fi: Ui + M. q 
If M has non-empty boundary, one deals with the “corners” of M x I in the usual 
way here. Note that an isomorphism of branched coverings induces a diffeomorphism 
between branching loci. A concordance of branched coverings induces a cobordism 
between branching loci. 
We denote the concordance classes of k-fold branched coverings of M by 
BRt(M). The point of introducing concordance classes of branched coverings is that 
they are amenable to homotopy theoretic methods. In fact, there is a fairly simple 
construction of a classifying space. 
Let y denote the universal 2-plane bundle over BO(2). The dihedral group Dk is 
the subgroup of O(2) which leaves the kth roots of unity (setwise) invariant. The 
classifying space BDk can be identified with the unit circle bundle of ,&y over BO(2). 
In particular, the disc bundle Dpky over BO(2) is the mapping cylinder of the 
projection BDk+ BO(2). The permutation representation of Q on the kth roots of 
Unity defines a map BDk +BZk, where 21, iS the symmetric group. Construct the 
double mapping cylinder BRk = BO(2) *l B&. That is, BRk is obtained from the 
disjoint union BO(2) U B& x [0,2] U B& dy identifying points of B& X (0) with their 
image under BDk + BO(2) and identifying points of BDk X (2) with their image under 
BDk + BZk. In particular, BRk contains the disc bundle Dpky and the complement of 
Dpky in B& is homotopy equivalent to BXk. 
PROPOSITION 3. ([I, 21) BR&l4) = [AI, BRJ. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is that given cp: M --* BRk, one can deform slightly 
and obtain a codimension two submanifold K C M as the transversal inverse image 
of BO(2) C BRk. The normal disc bundle N of K in M will be Dpk& where (~1~: 
K + BO(2) classifies 6 Since +,Y maps M - K to BRk - BO(2) - Bzk, we get a k-fold 
cover of M - K which fits together with (Yk: Di+ Dpk{ = N to give a k-fold branched 
covering fi + M. 0 
Note that if k = 1, branched coverings just amount to codimension two ‘sub- 
manifolds and BR, = MO(2). As this case is not too interesting, we will always 
assume k > 1. 
It is also necessary to deal with basepoints because, as we will see below, BRk is 
not simply connected if k is odd. A based k-fold branched covering f: ti -+ M is a 
branched covering together with a basepoint *EM and a bijection b: 
(1,. . . ,k} -* f-l(*). Isomorphisms of based branched coverings are defined in the obvious 
way. A based concordance of based branched coverings is a concordance F: 6’ + M x I 
together with an isomorphism B: (1,. . . , k} x Ii F-Y* x I), which restricts in the 
obvious way on the ends. Then based concordance classes of based k-fold branched 
coverings of (M, *) correspond bijectively with based homotopy classes of maps [(M, *), 
(BRk, *)], where the basepoint of BRk is taken in BZk. 
PROPOSITION 4 ([l, 21) r,(BRk, *) = Izy2 ii t if y:i. Further, if k = 1 (mod 4), the 
universal cover of BRk is the double mapping cylinder 2B0(2) U BAk, where Ak C & 
2BD, 
is the alternating group and the two maps from BDk to BAk correspond under the 
involution of BAk regarded as the non-trivial double cover of B& If k = 3 (mod 4), 
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the universal cover of BRk is the double mapping cylinder BSO(2) U BAk, where 
Bck 
C, C Dk is the cyclic group of rotations. 
Proof. This computation of the fundamental group and universal cover of BRI, 
follows from the van Kampen Theorem, T,(BR~) = Z/2 zk &. The map Dk = ?r,(BD,)+ 
7r,(B0(2)) = 7r0(O(2)) = Z/2 is the map with kernel the rotations C, C Dk C O(2). The 
map Dk +Ck = 7r,(B&) is the permutation representation of Dk on the kth roots of 
unity, which clearly takes a rotation of order k to a k-cycle in & and takes complex 
conjugation to a product of 2-cycles, with one fixed point-if k is odd and two fixed 
points if k is even, (in other words, a product of [k - l/2] 2-cycles). From these 
considerations, along with basic facts about the symmetric group, such as the fact that 
the smallest normal subgroup of & containing a k-cycle is & if k is even and Ak if k 
is odd, evaluation of Z/2 * & is straightforward. 0 
Dk 
We point out here that it is fairly easy to see from the involution on the universal 
cover of BRk, k odd, that BRk is not a nilpotent space[3]. Because of this, the p-local 
homotopy theory of BRk and the obstruction theory approach to classifying maps to 
BRk is a bit messy for odd k. 
52. THE CONNECTION WITH QS@ 
From the description above of BRI, as the double mapping cylinder BO(2) B; B&, 
and the analogous descriptions of the universal cover of BRI, for k odd, it is clear that 
the homology of the symmetric and alternating groups plays a key role in the 
homotopy theory of BRk. On the other hand, stably, the homology of the symmetric 
and alternating group respectively is naturally isomorphic to the homology of the 
space QOSo and its universal cover QoSo. These homology isomorphisms turn out to 
have geometric consequences for branched coverings. 
Our notation is as follows. Let QS” denote the limit as n --*m of the space of based 
maps of the n-sphere to itself, that is, QS” = iim R”S”. Let QS” denote the component 
consisting of degree k maps. (These components are all homotopy equivalent.) The 
homotopy classes of maps [M, QS”] correspond to elements of the degree k stable 
cohomotopy of M, or, dually, concordance classes of degree k stable tangential maps 
M’+ M (that is, maps covered by a vector bundle morphism between stable tangent 
bundles). Since a cover of a manifold is naturally a stable tangential map, there is a 
natural map tt: B& --) QS’. Another construction of fe comes from the model for BZ, 
provided by the limit as n +m of the space of unordered k-tuples of distinct points of 
R”. By choosing in a canonical way disjoint n-discs around these k points, one obtains 
a map S” = R” U m + S” of degree k, hence a map tk: Bxk --, okso. 
The map tk induces a homology isomorphism through dimension [k - l/2]. This is the 
Barratt et al. Theorem. See 14. 5 and 71 for proofs and further details. With Z/p 
coefficients, p odd, tk induces a homology isomorphism up to about dimension 
[(2p - 2)klpJ @I fundamental groups the map tk: BZk + &so induces the projection 
21, --,&/Al, = Z/2. Thus, the map tl, iS covered by a map Of double covers BAk + okSo, 
which is also a homology equivalence through dimension [k - l/2]. 
PROPOSITION 5. There exists a unique (up to homotopy) partial map i&.: QkSo-, BRk, 
defined roughly on the n = [k - l/2] skeleton of QkSo, such that the diagram below 
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Proof. On n-skeletons, the map 4: B& --* QkSo is the Quillen plus-construction 
applied to the perfect, normal subgroup Ak C &, [6,7]. (Strictly speaking, this makes 
sense only if k > 4. If k 14 then n = [k - l/2] is so small that the Proposition is 
uninteresting.) From the proof of Proposition 4, the kernel of r,(B&)-* n,(BRL) 
contains Ak. The assertion of the Proposition is exactly the universal property of the 
plus-construction. More specifically, the n-skeleton of Qr$” can be obtained from B& 
by adding a 2-cell (along a loop in BZ1, which represents a suitable non-zero element 
of Al, C Xc) and a 3-cell (to kill off the homology class generated by the addition of the 
2-tell). The existence and uniqueness of the extension 4: BE., U e* U e3-, BRt can 
then be argued directly. 0 
Now suppose 1 divides k. Then the elements of O(2) which leave the fth roots of 
unity invariant also leave the kth roots of unity invariant. Thus we have D, C 4 and a 
natural map k: BD, + BD, + BY& + Q$O, which can be fit together with 6: QkSo-+ BRt 
to give a partial map (that is, a map on a skeleton) 
h,l,: BO(2) cBDu,, QkS'-* B& = BO(2) BK BZ,. 
I 
Here, in the double mapping cylinder BO(2) ,Byjk, QkSo, BD, is attached to BO(2) by 
the standard map and BD, is attached to QkSo bi j,_ which depends on k. 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose G is a coeficient group such that the inclusion D,+ Dk 
induces a homology isomorphism H,(BD,, G)G H,(B4, G). Then hl.k induces a 
homology isomorphism in dimensions up to n = [k - l/2] 
(hde.: H,WW ,B;jkj &so, G)-, HdBRk, G). 
I. 
Moreover, if kll is odd then hlek induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups and a 
homology isomorphism with G coeflcients of universal covers, up to dimension n. 
Proof. The first statement is trivial from the 5-Lemma and the Mayer-Vietoris 
sequences associated to the obvious decompositions of BO(2) U QkSo and 
(ED/&) 
BO(2) By B&. 
Furthkr, 7r,(BO(2) (B;J,, QkS”) = Z/2 ;,Z/2. The map DI = r,(BD,) + r,(B0(2)) = 
Z/2 is just the restriction bf Dk +Z/2 with kernel the rotations 0, n ck = C,. The map 
9 + r,( Qks”) = Z/2 iS the COIIlpOSitiOn D, + Dk + & + &/Ak. In particular, complex con- 
jugation in 0) always maps to a product of [k - l/2] 2-cycles. If k is odd, the rotations 
C, C D, map to 0. If k is even and k/l is odd, so that 1 is also even, then the generator 
of C, C D, maps to a product of k/l I-cycles, which is non-zero in &/Alr. The second 
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statement of Proposition 6 now follows by comparing these considerations with the 
proof of Proposition 4. El 
In particular, note that if k = 1 (mod 4), the universal cover of BO(2) U QkSo is 
( B4.h ) 
2B0(2) U okSo, where j; and jz are the two liftings of jk: BD, + QkSo to &So. If 
(ZBD,.ii.i;) 
k = 3 (mod 4) the universal cover is BSO(2) U &i'o, where jk: BC, + QkSo covers 
jk : 
on 
PROPOSITION 7. The map hk,k: BO(2) U QkSo + BRk is a homotopy equivalence 
(BD&) 
(n - I)-skeletons, n = [k - l/2]. 
Proof. This is easy, since, in fact, the construction of hk.l, shows that it is a 
homotopy inverse of the obvious map BRI, = BO(2) U B& + BO(2) U Q$" in- 
SD, ( @$ ) 
duced by tk: B& --* QkSo. Cl 
Since BRI, classifies concordance classes of branched coverings, Proposition 7 
calls for a geometric interpretation of the functor represented by BO(2) (BDu,,, Q,S”. If 
k 
M is a manifold and cp: M --, BO(2) U QkSo is a map, then again we may assume 
( B4.h 1 
K= (p-‘(BO(2)) is a codimension two submanifold of M, with a normal disc bundle 
N = Dp&. Then 8N is an S-bundle over K, canonically k-fold covered by afi, where 
fi = 06 The rest of the map cp, cpJM_c: M - $ + QlrSo, classifies a degree k stable 
tangential map over M - g, extending the k-fold cover afi + 8N on the boundary. 
This data fits together to give a map f: Q+ M which is like a k-fold branched 
covering, except that the covering part is replaced by a degree k stable tangential 
map, once one is away from the branching locus. Proposition 7 states that in the 
“stable range”, k > 2 (dim M) + 1, these two notions modulo concordance actually 
coincide, 
The functors represented by the spaces BO(2) U Q&O, where 1 divides k, have 
(aDI,&) 
a similar description. Now, cp: M --) BO(2) ,Btjkj Q&O gives rise to K = (p-‘(BO(2)) 
with normal bundle N = D&. The maps 8N ’ --, BD, + BD, + B&. provide a certain 
canonical k-fold cover of aN, which is then extended by (PI&‘: M - d-_, QkSo to a 
degree k stable tangential map over M - 6?. We will look more closely at the k-fold 
covers associated to BD, + BD,, --, B& in the next section. 
53. PERIODIC~ 
Let us fix a prime p. If p is odd, write k = 2Fp “m, where (m, 2) = (m, p) = 1. If 
p = 2, write k = 2&m, where m is odd. 
The cohomology with Z/p coefficients of any finite group injects into the 
cohomology of a a Sylow p-subgroup, because of the transfer homomorphism. The 
Sylow 2-subgroup of Dk is 9’. Since Dk contains the cyclic group C,,, as a normal 
subgroup, with DJC,,, = D$‘, it follows that H*(BDk, Z/2) = H*(BDf, Z/2). If p is 
odd, the Sylow p-subgroup of Dk is the cyclic group C,.. The diagram C,.-+ DPy + 
Dk + DJCzr, = Dpy and an elementary computation for C’,. + DPy shows that H*(BD,,, 
Z/p) = H*(BD,q Z/p) = E(xy)@P(y*) C E(x)@P(y) = H*(BC,u, Z/p), where x E 
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H’(B&, Z/p) and y E H’(BC,., Z/p). Here. E denotes an exterior algebra and P a 
polynomial algebra. 
PROPOSITION 8. If 1 divides k and k/l is relatively prime to 2 and p, then the partial 
maps hl,k: BO(2) U QkSO+ BRI, considered in 02 induce isomorphisms on n, and on 
(BD,& ) 
homology with Z/p coejicients up to dimension n = [k - l/2]. The induced map of 
universal covers is also a Zlp homology isomorphism up to dimension n. 
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 6 and the above paragraph. cl 
COROLLARY 9. With the notation of Proposition 8, if i < n = [k - l/2], then 
Suppose k is odd and relatively prime to a prime number p. Then we can take 
G = Z/p and 1 = 1 in Proposition 8. Moreover, if k = 3 (mod 4), the universal cover of 
BO(2) (B;ik, QkSO is simply A&W(2) v &$‘, since BC, is contractible. If k = 1 (mod 4) 
I* 
and p is odd, then the universal cover of BO(2) U QkS” has the same p- 
(BD,&) 
localization as 2B0(2) u 
CZBD,.ii,iQ 
(okSo) = MO(2) v MO(2) v (&S’)(,,,. This last equal- 
ity holds because the attaching maps ii, ?A: BD, +(&SO)@j are trivial, since BD, = 
BO( 1) = RP(m) is a 2-torsion space. Thus Proposition 8 implies the following. 
PROPOSITION 10. If k = 3 (mod 4), (k, p) = 1, then the p-localization of the universal 
cover of BRk has the same n = [k - l/2] skeleton as MSO(2)(,, v (okSo)( If k = 1 
(mod 4), (k, p) = 1, and p is odd, then the p-localization of the universal cover of BRk 
has the same n-skeleton as A&3(2)(,, v MO(2)(,, v (~kSO)(Pj. 0 
Note that in the cases covered by Proposition 10, it follows that a(BRk) contains 
the p-torsion of the stable i-stem as a direct summand, for i < n = [k - l/2]. The 
exceptional case is k = 1 (mod 4), p = 2. Proposition 8 still @plies that the 2- 
localizations of the universal cover of B& and 2B0(2) U QkSO have the same 
(2BD1.ii.j$ 
n-skeleton. It will follow immediately from Proposition 11 below that any preassigned 
skeleton of this latter space is periodic in k, with period the order of a certain element 
of the stable cohomotopy of real projective space, specifically the element RP(n)+ 
B&-Y QzSO. One of the spaces in this periodic family is simply MO(2) v MO(2) v 
&So. Thus, at least for fixed n and all k = 1 (mod 4) in a certain arithmetic 
progression of period some power of 2, it follows that ri(BRk) contains the 2-torsion 
of the stable i-stem as a direct summand, i < n s [k - l/2]. 
There is also a space called QkSo/O which classifies fibre preserving degree k maps 
between orthogonal sphere bundles over a base. The Adams map ak: y+pky for any 
2-plane bundle defines a map BO(2)+QkS0/0 and it is rather easy to see that the 
diagram below commutes for odd k 
BD, - B& - QkSO 
II 1 
BO( 1) - BO(2) - QkS’/o. 
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Thus, there exists a very natural map BO(2) U QS”+QSo/O. It follows, for 
(an,&) 
example, that for all odd k, ~i(BRI,) contains at least the 24orsion of the cokernel of 
the J-homomorphism, for i < n = [k - l/2]. 
We now look more closely at the composition D, +Dk +&, where k = m . 1, with 
m odd. It is seen that the D, orbits on the kth roots of unity consist of one orbit of 
order I (the Ith roots of unity) together with m - l/2 orbits each consisting of I pairs 
Fig. 1. 
of points. For example, the generating rotation in D, takes e*““’ to e-(2ni/kXm-‘), then 
conjugationtakes e-(*~~kXm-l)toe(*rrilkKm-l). Thus, the representation 4 + ok + & factors 
through a product 
F terms 
where the first factor is just the canonical representation of D, on I points and the 
remaining factors are all isomorphic to the representation of 4 on 1 pairs, in which 
elements of 0, act on the set of 1 pairs in the canonical way and in addition act on the 
elements in each pair according to the sign homomorphism D, + Z/2. That is, denoting 
the 21 points f 1, . . . ,? I, u E D, C E, acts by a(ci) = sign (cr)ea(i), e = & 1, 1 s i s 1. 
These two representations of 0, define elements in the stable cohomotopy of B4, 
namely, j: BD, -+B& -+ QISo and j’: BD, -, BZzr + &So. The map jk: BD, +BDk + 
LCik + Qks” discussed in 02 is just the sum in the abelian group [BD,, QS’I of j and 
(m - 1/2)j’. 
Now, 100~ sum with a point in &..S’ defines a homotopy eqUiVaknCe pk: 
QkS’+ QoSo. The spaces BO(2) ,B;ikui,, &So can be replaced by BO(2) tBD!lj,, QoSo. 
I I 
The conceptual advantage is that [Bb,, QoSO], the reduced stable cohomotopy of BD,, 
is obviously a group and the attaching map prj,: BD,+ QoSo is the sum of pi: 
I34 + Q,SO+ QoSo and (m - 1/2)p2j’: BD, + Q2So+ QoSo. If we fix n, then the restric- 
tion of p2j’ to the n-skeleton of BD, will have finite order, say q. Thus we have 
proved. 
PROPOSITION 11. For large k, the homotopy type of the n-skeleton of 
Bo(2) U &so is periodic in k, with period 2~~1, where q is the order of p2j’ E [BD]“), 
( sDj$) 
Qos'l . 0 
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We are interpreting here that n and I are fixed, k > 2n + 1, k E {I, 21,31,. .}. In 
particular for fixed I and n, there are only finitely many homotopy types among the 
n-skeletons of BO(2) U QkSo. 
@Df.ik) 
We can combine Proposition I1 with Proposition 8 to obtain a periodicity theorem 
for the p-localizations of the universal covers of the classifying spaces BRk for 
branched coverings. Since BRk is not a nilpotent space for odd k, we cannot really 
talk about the p-localization of BRk itself, unless k is even, in which case BRk is 
simply connected by Proposition 4. 
PROPOSITION 12. Given a prime p. for each p, z, I 0 set I= l,,, = 2’~‘. (If p = 2. set 
I= 2“.) For fixed n let 4 = 2”~ “’ be the order of pzj’ E [BDj”), QoSo]. If k = ml, k > 
2n + 1, and if (m, 2) = (m, p) =(m +2q, p) = 1, then the n-skeletons of the p- 
localizations of the universal covers of BR,, and BR k+zql are homotopy equivalent. 
Proof. A Z/p homology isomorphism of simply connected spaces of finite type 
induces a homotopy equivalence of p-localizations. Note that the order of every 
element in the stable cohomotopy of a skeleton of BD,, I = 2’~” has the form 
q = 2”~“’ by class C-Theory. The Proposition follows from Propositions 8 and 12 
and the (universal cover of the) diagram 
BRk BRk+zql 
COROLLARY 13. With the notation of Proposition 12, if i < R then 
0 
Moreover, if k is odd, the action of ITS = Z/2 on these two groups coincides. 0 
The geometric significance of the last statement in Corollary 13 is that the set of 
concordance classes of k-fold branched coverings of S’ identifies with the orbits of 
the action of rr,(f?&) on Ti(BRk). The group Ti(BRk) itself gives the based concor- 
dance classes, defined following Proposition 3. 
These periodicity results are “weak” in the following ways. Given p, the integers k 
must first be divided into (F, v)-classes {2“p”m~(m, 2) = (m, p) = 1) before the periodi- 
city can be spotted. The period 241 = 2“‘cH’+‘py’+” depends on the prime p, the (k, V) 
class, and the dimension n of the skeleton to be studied. For example, it is shown in 
[I] that if p divides k then ?r,(BRk) will always contain p-torsion. Since any arithmetic 
progression contains elements divisible by large primes, we see there is no hope of a 
true periodicity in k for V7(B&) analogous to Proposition 4 for r,(BRk). Nonetheless, 
any periodicity in k at all should be regarded as somewhat surprising, given only the 
basic definitions of k-fold branched coverings and concordance. 
We make two final remarks. First, for odd p, the “stable range” k > 2n + 1 of 
Proposition 12 can be improved to roughly k > pn/2(p - 1). This is because in this 
range tk: BZk + f&s” is still a homology isomorphism with Z/p coefficients. 
Secondly, in Proposition 12, if q = 2”p”‘. with V’ > 0 (or if p = 2 so that there is no 
v’) then the condition (m +2q,p) = 1 follows from (m,p) = 1, hence is redundant. If 
V’ = 0 then q = 2” and there are gaps in the intersection of the arithmetic progression 
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{k+i*2 “‘+@+‘p”li = 0, 1, 2, 3.. .} with the (CL, V) family {2“p’m((m, 2) = (m,p) = 1). We 
always have V’ = 0 if v = 0, that is, for the (CL, 0) families, odd p, since then BD, = B&G 
is a 2-torsion space. The only other case when v ’ = 0 occurs when n is very small, 
specifically n < 2p - 3, so that the n-skeleton of BD, has no p-torsion. Of course, by 
changing the period from 2qI to 2pqI, we could eliminate gaps. However, we get a 
stronger result (smaller period) in Proposition 12 if we are willing to exclude a few 
exceptions, forced by the condition (m + 2q, p) = 1, from our periodic families. 
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